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or 23 years Interior Designer Sheri Peterson has 
built her reputation on relationships developed with 
clients, suppliers, and trades.

With a portfolio that includes both residential and 
commercial work (and even a Canadian Coast Guard 
ice breaker ship!) her strengths are rooted in those 

relationships, but also her ability to envision how a space 
is used.

“I get how families live, how moms juggle, how busy 
houses should flow. I understand the importance of a hotel 
lobby easing traffic flow during check-out time and how 
staff and diners move around a busy restaurant,” she says. 
“That understanding and experience also helps me work 

quickly – I spend a lot of time thinking on my feet at a job 
site!”

It all begins with communication.
“I especially listen to the client first and try to make the 

decision-making process as quick and easy as possible 
for them. I also believe in a collaborative approach as 
everyone from the home or business owner to contractor 
and tradespeople have expertise to share. We all 
contribute to complete a successful job,” she says.

“I love working with clients who have strong beliefs and 
conviction in who they are, where they’re going, and what 
they want,” Sheri says. “It makes the completed project a 
reflection of who they are.”
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ere on Vancouver Island, it’s no surprise 
the local landscape is a common source 
of inspiration for designers. For interior 
designer Sheri Peterson, it also speaks to 
the importance of the colours with which 
we surround ourselves.

“Projects are inspired by and often begin with 
colour,” Sheri says. “It has an interaction with humans 
on all levels so I choose colours precisely.

Working with design associates Kyla Bidgood and 
Julia Roemer for the initial design concepts, Sheri 
created a timeless re-design of the hotel lobby of the 
Chateau Victoria, its classic colour palette inspired by 
the West Coast landscape of East Sooke Park.

The neutral, restful background colours pop with 
brighter fabrics,  accessories and artwork. Gone is 
the outdated pink marble tile in favour of a neutral 
travertine which will stand the test of time, while the 
trim around the wall and pillar panels is silver leafed 
by a local artisan. 

Colours and styles aren’t the only thing that benefit 
from updating. At the Chateau Victoria, a redesigned 
front desk now accommodates modern technology 
and is more functional during busy at check-out time.

Sometimes it’s another element that provides the 
initial inspiration, Sheri says, pointing to the a dentist’s 
office expansion and re-design completed in 2013.

“We spent a great deal of time sourcing the flooring 
and that was our jumping off point for the other 
finishes.  We added some sparkle with the lighting 
and reception desk tile, and for reupholstering the 
waiting room chairs we found great fabric that makes 
a playful, modern statement.”

And in the case of a kitchen redesign, where the 
homeowners were specific about their countertop 
requirements, finding the perfect selection came first. 
“The other colours and finishes came together once 
the countertop was chosen and the homeowners are 
so thrilled with their new kitchen space!”

colour me
BEAUTIFUL

H
BEAUTIFUL DETAILS INSPIRE 
AWARD-WINNING RENOVATIONS

FRESH DETAILS
Complementing the timeless 
colour palette are modern, 
yet classical lines in the all the 
elements of furniture, tiles, 
carpets, lighting, and millwork.
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DESIGN ANNUAL: Sheri Peterson

» CONTRACTOR/BUILDER:   
  Rob Evans, Character Builders 
» INTERIOR DESIGN:  Sheri Peterson
» SETTING: Chateau Victoria Hotel
» YEAR:  2013
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COOL COLOURS
This office expansion added more 
operatory space, a larger staff 
room and offices, with a colour 
palette in the owners preferred 
cooler tones: blues, greys, silver, 
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INSPIRED DESIGN
Outstanding 
craftsmanship and 
detail from Thetis 
Cove Joinery were 
instrumental in this Arts 
& Crafts-style kitchen, 
inspired by the house’s 
architecture.

SPA-LIKE LUXURY 
Vancouver Island white 
Carrera marble offers 
a timeless look for this 
feminine, spa-inspired 
ensuite. 

LOCAL 
INSPIRATION
Part of a major house 
renovation on Thetis 
Island, the outdoor 
surroundings dictated 
the materials used, 
including fir for the 
kitchen cabinets and 
local Arbutus for the 
bar. 
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6 TIMELESS DESIGN
A timeless neutral travertine from Decora Tile replaced 
outdated pink marble tile in this elegant hotel lobby.
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 PROJECTS  
ARE INSPIRED BY 

AND OFTEN 
BEGIN WITH

 COLOUR

We work with our 
customers and 
thoughtfully incorporate 
unique design elements 
that personalize each 
space within their home.

Sheri
Sticky Note
It should say " Vancouver Island White marble married with Carrera marble tiles offers a timeless..."There are 2 marbles here.


